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 Since the Japanese government announced their policy titled “Comprehensive Strategy on 
Science, Technology, and Innovation 2014 ‒ Bridge of Innovation toward Creating the Future ‒ 
(approved by the Cabinet on June 24, 2014)”,  public research institutions and agencies have been 
expected to perform strongly and contribute to innovation.  Based on this strategy, the Japan 
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) was re-organized in April 2015 and the Space Exploration 
Innovation Hub Center was established.  Through this innovation hub center, we will develop more 
research projects and establish them within JAXA as a whole.  To accomplish this, we have gathered 
knowledge and specialists from various fields and created new research teams for their activities.  The 
center is located on the JAXA Sagamihara Campus. The overall climate indicates that we can expect 
innovations through space exploration.
 The advancement of space exploration, and resulting expansion of potential habitats to support 
human life and activity can potentially create new value for space development and use. Over the 
next 10‒20 years we expect space exploration to gather support from various players, including 
private companies, primarily advancing lunar and Mars exploration through international 
collaboration and competition. By the 2020s, we expect major countries will have developed plans to 
expand activity on the moon and Mars, intensifying international competition for outer space use.
 To lead and cooperate efforts in space exploration, it is important to modify our design philosophy 
and development objectives, and establish innovative technology through a consolidated national 
effort. Various players in the space exploration hub, including private companies, will conceptualize 
their participation for lunar and Martial resource utilization. Together with strengths in technologies, 
such as “Hayabusa” and “Hayabusa2”, we will advance system reform beyond existing concepts, such 
as developing discontinuous and bold distributed coordination methodologies or implementing 
existing terrestrial aerospace technologies. Furthermore, to clarify R&D goals that can contribute to 
the national economy, we incorporate private company requests when selecting research topics.

Current efforts of the Space Exploration Innovation Hub

About “Open Innovation Hub for Expanding
Humanosphere and Domain of Human Activity
through Solar System Frontier Development”

Examples of space exploration

Examples of commercialization 

Solutions for social issues and improvements
in industrial competitiveness

Expand number
of participants

Realization of a space exploration scenario/mission

1)Actuators for mobile robots exploration
2)Remote construction of lunar and Martian bases 
3)Systems to locally manufacture materials for lunar and 
Martian bases 1)Electrical technology in automotive and aviation (drone) 

industries
2)Remote and automated construction technology
3)Advancing construction material production technology 
using new processes
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Apply Japan’s specialized, cutting-edge terrestrial technology Enhance competitiveness of terrestrial industries

Locally-produced materials Remote operation of
construction machinery

Robots for natural
disasters

Unmanned construction
technology

HabitationProductionConstruction Exploration

Innovations from the union of space and
terrestrial technologies

•Remote unmanned 
construction
•Large and light-weight 
construction machinery

•Wide-area exploration by 
insectoid robots 
•Small but powerful motors
•Sensors that detect even 
small traces of water

•“Waterless” 
concrete
•Resource 
extraction from 
soil, e.g., water 
and minerals

•Regenerative 
fuel cells 
•Thermally 
insulated tanks 
for fuel storage
•Plant production
•Protection from 
radiation

Support

•Technology that 
people work 
efficiently
•Technology that 
people work 
safely

Exploration

Production

Habitation

Construction

Support
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Flow from the Request for Information
to the Production of Research Findings

Request for Information (RFI)

Request for Proposal (RFP)

Selection and Conclusion of
Contract for Joint Research

Joint Research 

Developing
research topics for
public invitation

Screening, 
research coordination, 
and team formation

Research Initiation

Social
implementation
on earth

(Participating
private-sector
company)

Utilization
for exploration
in space
(JAXA)

Solution-
Creating
Research

Idea-
Incubating 
esearch

Within about
3 years after

the support ends
Within

10 to 20 years

Provision of
JAXA Facilities

Advanced Facility for
Space Exploration
(Sagamihara)

- Open Innovation Forum
- Agenda-Setting
   Workshop, etc.

Ideas

* A variety of studies 
are conducted using 
JAXA facilities in 
Tsukuba, Chofu, etc.
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About the Request for Information (RFI)

Proposal to be sent to: se-forum@jaxa.jp

Open Innovation Hub* Upon setting technological agendas (research themes) that 
should be tackled as research projects, the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency’s (JAXA) 
Open Innovation Hub broadly seeks the provision of relevant technological information. 
We welcome proposals for research themes at any time throughout the year.

About the Request for Proposals (RFP):

<Past schedules>
1st RFP

2nd RFP

3rd RFP

4th RFP

5th RFP

Application period: November 12 to November 25, 2015
Announcement of selected projects: January 14, 2016

Application period: June 9 to July 6, 2016
Announcement of selected projects: October 14, 2016

Application period: March 30 to May 15, 2017
Announcement of selected projects: September 1, 2017

Application period: April 20 to June 5, 2018
Announcement of selected projects: September 18, 2018

Application period: May 31 to July 11, 2019
Announcement of selected projects: Scheduled to be in September 2019

Based on the “Request for Information (RFI),” which broadly seeks the provision of 
relevant technological information, JAXA’s Space Exploration Innovation Hub Center 
sets joint research themes and invites those who would like to participate.

About Solution-Creating Research:
Projects with a clear technological target, aiming for commercialization within three 
years after the research is completed
Research period: Up to three years
Total research budget: Up to 300 million yen

About Idea-Incubating Research:
Projects implemented to discover new technologies and ideas
Research period: Up to a year
Total research budget: Up to 5 million yen

About Challenging Research
(†special entries within Idea-Incubating Research):
Projects implemented to discover groundbreaking ideas based on freewheeling thinking
Research period: Up to a year
Total research budget: Up to 3 million yen

*Open Innovation Hub is short for JAXA’s “Open Innovation Hub for Expanding Humanosphere 
and Domain of Human Activity through Solar System Frontier Development,” which was elected 
as the “Support Program for starting up Innovation Hub on the National Research and Develop-
ment Agency” sponsored by the Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST).
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Areas of research and selected projects



To implement  coordinated and distributed functionality using multiple, rather than a single, small probes to achieve 
high-density, arduous surveys over wide unexplored areas, providing a new and innovative exploration strategy.

Development of small, light-weight advanced probes based on biomimetic robotics, and to construct a 
self-organization mechanism for a coordinated and distributed system.

The required technologies for activities on lunar or Martian surfaces share commonalities with those required on 
Earth. Therefore, we develop new technologies for lunar and planetary surface exploration through innovations in 
software, hardware, and system integration achieved here on Earth.

Exploration technology in a wide range of unexplored areas

Solution
Creating Research  

▼Projects with a clear technological target

▼Conduct research over approximately three years, and maximum five years,
 　with a total budget of 100‒300 million yen 

Research Topic

Approach

Objective

1st Request for Proposal : Research projects

Project title Institutions

Development of super small high accuracy absolute angular sensor
modulated wave resolver for next generation actuator

Development of the small actuator with the best power density in the world

Development of Small and High-Torque Actuator for Medical and Welfare field

Study of water/dust proof multi-stator electromagnetic motor

Development of innovative soft actuator system and its application technology

Image of cooperative exploration with multi-landersImage of advanced exploration by multiple biomimetic robots

ShinMaywa Industries, Ltd.,
OITA UNIVERSITY,
Ibaraki University,
NIPPON BUNRI UNIVERSITY and
Shizuoka University

MEIJI RUBBER & CHEMICAL CO.,LTD.
and Chuo University

EXTCOM Inc.

YASKAWA Electric Corporation

Adamant Namiki Precision Jewel Co., Ltd.

2nd Request for Proposal : Research projects

ー ー

3rd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Development of advanced element of MHz band driven DC-DC
converter for compactness and light weight

Exploration technology in a wide range of unexplored areas

ICIKAWA ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Shinshu University and Osaka University

4th Request for Proposal : Research projects

Multiple Robot System with Stochastic Exploration Area Navigation TAKENAKA CORPORATION
CHUO UNIVERSITY

Development of a Material Supply System in Manufacturing 
Factory with Distributed Cooperative Swarm Robots

JOHNAN CORPORATION
KYOTO UNIVERSITY

Development of Automated Guided Vehicle using Collective
Movement Control Method For Swarm Robots

Koganei Corporation
Tokyo Denki University

Development of Peristaltic Mixingpump for Slurry
by using Artificial Muscle Actuator 

Solaris inc.
Chuo university
Bridgestone Corporation
Hosei University
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Ideas
Incubating research

▼Project implemented to discover new technologies and ideas

▼Conduct research over approximately one year with a
　total budget of 1-5 million yen.

1st Request for Proposal : Research projects

2nd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Project title Institutions

High-efficiency and low-cost wide-area surveillance based on formation
control of multiple passive vehicles

Toy Technology Robotics (Small size, Low energy, Low cost)

Prototype Development of an Insect-like Robot
for Walking/Jumping Exploration

Triangulation-based Simultaneous Localization and Mapping for
Massively Distributed Robots

A study on a compact multi-rotor mechanism with high efficiency

Environment-adaptive robotic vehicle for construction site

Research and Development on Environment Recognition based Mobility
Intelligence of Deformation Mobile Robots with RT Solution Technology

TOMY Company,Ltd.

Tohoku University

The University of Aizu

PROGRESS TECHNOLOGIES, Inc. and
Chuo University

ispace, inc. and Tohoku University

Takenaka Corporation and Takenaka Civil
Engineering & Construction Co., Ltd.

The University of Tokyo and
THK CO., LTD.

Yanmar Co., Ltd.,
Osaka Prefecture university,
Osaka University and Nagoya University

Insect type small mobile robots for underground and
ground surface exploration

3rd Request for Proposal : Research projects
Monitoring and Exploration System with Ultra-Low Energy Consumption
by Using Field Energy

Tohoku University and Nihon University

System and technology of Stochastic Exploration Area Navigation with
Behavior Control of Multiple Mobile Agents

Chuo University and
PROGRESS TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.

Research of the high-value added vSLAM technology utilizing ultra-sensitive
multi-camera system and deep learning method

Intelligent Vision & Image Systems and
ViewPLUS Inc.

Robust Visual SLAM for Textureless Scenes Qoncept, Inc. and Morpho,Inc.

4th Request for Proposal : Research projects

Conceptual system design of a deployable inflatable structure
Shimizu Corporation
Taiyo Kogyo Corporation
Setsunan University

Research on extremely thin and extremely lightweight inflatable 
structure by utilizing polyimide films

Saitama University
Seidensha Electronic Co., Ltd.

Exploration technology in a wide range of unexplored areas
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1st Request for Proposal : Research projects
Project title Institutions

Development and evaluation of the innovative remote
construction system by cooperation of remote control and automatic control

Automated Driving
(image from Toyota website)

Weight reduction
keeping same scale

Application  to the space

Computerized Construction
(image from Hitachi

Construction Machinery website)

Autonomous Dump Truck
(image from Komatsu website)

Kajima Corporation,
Shibaura Institute of Technology, 
Kyoto University and 
The University of Electro-Communications 

Develop "automated/autonomous" exploration technologies to step away from earth-based commanding to realize 
future unmanned construction of a manned lunar base.

Bring innovation to space technology by applying Japan’s world-class automobile and construction technologies to 
space, keeping the same-scale but reducing the weight.

Focus on critical technologies in space application, such as weight reduction, power consumption, or environment 
resistance, based on the existing unmanned or automated operation technologies on the ground, not staring from 
the scratch. Verify the technologies in simulated fields and analog sites, and ultimately aim for demonstration in 
space.

Research Topic

Approach

Objective

Automatic and autonomous exploration technology

Automatic and autonomous exploration technology

Solution
Creating Research  

▼Projects with a clear technological target

▼Conduct research over approximately three years, and maximum five years,
 　with a total budget of 100‒300 million yen 

3rd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Development and field verification of ultra-light attachment and boom and stick
TAGUCHi Industrial Co., Ltd. and Tokyo
University of Agriculture and Technology

Development and field verification of remote operation of excavators and
lightweight construction system capable of automatically mounting and 
removing attachments

TAGUCHi Industrial Co., Ltd. and Tokyo
University of Agriculture and Technology

4th Request for Proposal : Research projects

Research on labor saving by automating forestry machine system 
(Operation on the lunar surface of forestry machine system)

KUMAGAI GUMI CO.,LTD.
SUMITOMO FORESTRY CO.,LTD.
KYC Machine Industry Co.,Ltd.
KATO WORKS CO.,LTD.

Construction of a sustainable new housing system

Misawa Homes Co., Ltd. and
Misawa Homes Institute of Research
and Development Co., Ltd.
National Institute of Polar Research

Investigation on systematization of estimation method for ground
properties based on mechanical data during earthauger drilling

NITTOC CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.
and Ritsumeikan University

2nd  Request for Proposal : Research projects

ー ー
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1st Request for Proposal : Research projects

Project title Institutions

Research for effective vibration compaction method on hard-to-compact
materials and achieved trafficability

Application of Screw Driving Sounding technique to
lunar soil mechanics investigation

Estimation of soil-strength parameters based on construction information
during ground excavation by earth auger

Ritsumeikan University and
NITTOC CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD.

Tokyo City University
JAPAN HOME SHIELD CORPORATION,
NITTO SEIKO CO., LTD. and
TOKYU CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.

2nd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Preliminary system design for teleoperated building construction SHIMIZU CORPORATION

3rd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Development of Physical Model to Estimate the Ground Strength by
using Resistive Forces Acting on the Bucket

Tohoku University and
SHIMIZU CORPORATION

4th Request for Proposal : Research projects

The Control method study using AI, IoT technology to realize autonomous 
motion of excavating machine (Road Header) Mitsui Miike Machinery Co., Ltd

Visualization of subsurface distribution of electrical property based on 
ultra wide-band measurement of electromagnetic wave

UNIVERSITY OF HYOGO
Kyoto University
Nagoya University
Kawasaki Geological Engineering Co. Ltd.

SAKAI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, LTD.

Ideas
Incubating research

▼Project implemented to discover new technologies and ideas

▼Conduct research over approximately one year with a
　total budget of 1-5 million yen.

Automatic and autonomous exploration technology
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Moon’s surface soil, regolith 
(the photograph shows 
simulated lunar soil) Water, Hydrogen and Nitrogen Metal

Block Fuel

ISS   Resource: Energy only 
Reuse: Partial        

Apollo  Resource: No use
 Reuse: No

In Future Resource: Various items
Reuse: All         

Chemical and Physical plant
technology
Regolith handling technology
Energy and Substance supply
System technology

Study on in-situ production technology of liquid-free construction materials

Study on ice/water sensing technology by development of the small 
Imaging Spectrometer

©NASA

Enable sustainable exploration with minimum transportation from the Earth by a paradigm shift from “shipping all” 
to “producing necessities on site” and “reuse”.  

We aim to develop a system, in which Japan’s strengths in energy conservation, reuse, recycling technology and 
resource purification technology, are applied to produce necessities more efficiently on an unmanned basis. 

First, we will verify the technology in simulated test facilities and analog sites, and ultimately aim for demonstration in space.

Research Topic

Approach

Objective

In-situ resource utilization (ISRU) technology

1st Request for Proposal : Research projects

Project title Institutions

2nd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Sentencia Corporation and
Osaka University

TOKYU CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD., Tokyo
City University and NITTO SEIMO CO., LTD.

Solution
Creating Research  

▼Projects with a clear technological target

▼Conduct research over approximately three years, and maximum five years,
 　with a total budget of 100‒300 million yen 

Production system of construction materials from in-situ resources

Mitsubishi Materials Corporation,
Hokkaido University, Yamaguchi University, 
Obayashi Corporation,
Japan Manned Space Systems Corporation, 
IHI Corporation and IHI AEROSPACE CO., LTD.

Development of compact and robust analyzer for trace moisture in gas samples
SHINYEI Technology Co., LTD.,
National Institute of Advanced Industrial 
Science and Technology, Osaka University, 
Ibaraki University and Kagoshima University

In-situ resource utilization (ISRU) technology

Microwave freeze drying process
Microwave Chemical Co., Ltd. and 
Tokyo Institute of Technology

3rd Request for Proposal : Research projects

ー ー

4th Request for Proposal : Research projects

ー ー
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Project title Institutions
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▼Conduct research over approximately three years, and maximum five years,
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Production system of construction materials from in-situ resources

Mitsubishi Materials Corporation,
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Japan Manned Space Systems Corporation, 
IHI Corporation and IHI AEROSPACE CO., LTD.

Development of compact and robust analyzer for trace moisture in gas samples
SHINYEI Technology Co., LTD.,
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ー ー
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ー ー
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1st Request for Proposal : Research projects

2nd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Project title Institutions

Development of plasma/catalytic-nanoparticle hybrid field for converting 
CO2 to resources

Hydrogen reduction system of lunar soil 
-Industrial utilization of low-grade materials-

Study on sand and volcanic ash solidification technology

Manufacturing of construction materials from soil materials mainly 
composed of igneous rock or clay mineral

Kyushu University

Obayashi Corporation

MORUTARU MAGIC Co.,Ltd.

Kyushu University, The Wakasa Wan
Energy Research Center and HIROSE
UNIENCE Co., Ltd.

Research on a farm system free from pathogens and insects and
capable of backing up in emergency

Takenaka Corporation, Kirin Company, Limited, 
Chiba University and Tokyo University of Science

3rd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Development of high-performance material made of engineered protein for
use as a fertilizer for plant cultivation

Spiber Inc.

Development of high-throughput plasma irradiation to seeds for
crop yield improvement

Kyushu University and Kenix Co. Ltd.

The feasibility study of the cultivation system for high calorie plant in lunar farm Chiyoda Corporation and Mebiol Inc.

A study on the plant cultivation system using hydroponics with
artificial light for the production of eatable potatoes

Tamagawa University and Panasonic
Corporation Life Solutions Company

Ideas
Incubating research

▼Project implemented to discover new technologies and ideas

▼Conduct research over approximately one year with a
　total budget of 1-5 million yen.

In-situ resource utilization (ISRU) technology

Functional Materials Prodcution
from Irreducible Oxides by Hydrogen Reducition System

Kyushu University
H4 Co., Ltd.
Nano-Sience Laboratory Corporetion

Development of indoor dry fog cultivation system with 
enhanced water use efficiency

H. IKEUCHI & CO., LTD.
Osaka Prefecture University

Development of a small scale and efficient protein 
production platform utilizing edible microalga, Spirulina

Chitose Laboratory Corp.
Tavelmout Corp.
IHI Aerospace Co., Ltd.
Fujimori Kogyo Co.,LTD.

4th Request for Proposal : Research projects

Research and Development on Pavement Construction and
Repair Using AM Technology

NICHIREKI CO.,LTD

ー ー
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1st Request for Proposal : Research projects

2nd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Project title Institutions
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UNIENCE Co., Ltd.
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Chiba University and Tokyo University of Science
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crop yield improvement

Kyushu University and Kenix Co. Ltd.

The feasibility study of the cultivation system for high calorie plant in lunar farm Chiyoda Corporation and Mebiol Inc.

A study on the plant cultivation system using hydroponics with
artificial light for the production of eatable potatoes

Tamagawa University and Panasonic
Corporation Life Solutions Company

Ideas
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▼Project implemented to discover new technologies and ideas

▼Conduct research over approximately one year with a
　total budget of 1-5 million yen.
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ー ー
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Development of all-solid-state lithium-ion secondary batteries

Manufacturing Technology of Lightweight Composite High-Pressure Gas
Vessel for Fuel Cell Vehicles

Fundamental and feasibility studies on long-distance communication 
system with free-space laser link technologies

Development of Solid-State Marine Radar

2nd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Development of multipoint high sensitive photon sensor for
simultaneous ranging

CHUGOKU KOGYO CO., LTD, 
Kyushu Institute of Technology and 
National Institute of Advanced 
Industrial Science and Technology

Koden Electronics Co., Ltd. and 
Toyo Tech Industry Inc.

Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.

4th Request for Proposal : Research projects

Development of High Performance Marine Radar Koden Electronics Co., Ltd

3rd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Durability enhancement of high efficiency, low cost, 
and lightweight perovskite thin film solar cells

Toin University of Yokohama, 
Hyogo Prefectural Univeristy, 
Peccell Technologies, Inc., 
Ricoh Co., Ltd. and 
Kishu Giken Kogyo, Co. Ltd.

Development of a scalable regenerative fuel cell system
as a completely isolated power supply 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,Ltd.
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science
and Technology

Sony Corporation

Hitachi Zosen Corporation

1st Request for Proposal : Research projects

Project title Institutions

Development of Lightweight Thermal Insulation Materials using
Carbon Nanotube/ Porous Silica Composite Materials

Development of ultra-light shock-absorbing material by designing cell
morphology of porous aluminum

Design of omnidirectional crawler platform for multipurpose

Investigation of designable shock absorption metals with multiscale structure
2nd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Development of high performance and lightweight vacuum 
thermal insulation for cryogenic region

Nagoya University, 
LIXIL Corporation and 
MEIJO NANO CARBON Co., Ltd.

Topy Industries, Ltd., 
University of Fukui
Japan Manned Space Systems Corporation 
and Tohoku University

Institute for Lotus Materials Research Co., Ltd.

ORBITAL Engineering Inc.

Nagoya University

Development of High-Sensitivity Radiation Detection device using 
photoelectric conversion material

3rd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Toin University of Yokohama and 
Peccell Technologies, Inc.

Development of reliable and compact Stirling cooler

4th Request for Proposal : Research projects

TWINBIRD CORPORATION
Kokushikan University
Meisei University

Development of Wavelength Conversion Material for Photovoltaic Cell Panasonic Corporation

Research of Super-compact Harness-free Sensor Systems
for Wireless Health Monitoring to Equipment in a Space Craft

Kagoshima university
Toyo Tech Industory Inc.
Beacon Technologies Inc.

Basic research on thermal harvester using Seebeck element.
Actronics Co.,Ltd.
Sensor Controls Co.,Ltd.
Moriya Cutlery Laboratory, Ltd.

To develop technologies commonly required for space exploration activities, such as electrical power, communica-
tion, sensor technology, and can be used for terrestrial applications.

Objective

Common Technology

1st Request for Proposal : Research projects

研究名称Project title Institutions

Solution
Creating Research  

▼Projects with a clear technological target

▼Conduct research over approximately three years, and maximum five years,
 　with a total budget of 100‒300 million yen 

Ideas
Incubating research

▼Project implemented to discover new technologies and ideas

▼Conduct research over approximately one year with a
　total budget of 1-5 million yen.
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Vessel for Fuel Cell Vehicles
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Development of Solid-State Marine Radar

2nd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Development of multipoint high sensitive photon sensor for
simultaneous ranging

CHUGOKU KOGYO CO., LTD, 
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National Institute of Advanced 
Industrial Science and Technology
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Toyo Tech Industry Inc.

Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.
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Hyogo Prefectural Univeristy, 
Peccell Technologies, Inc., 
Ricoh Co., Ltd. and 
Kishu Giken Kogyo, Co. Ltd.

Development of a scalable regenerative fuel cell system
as a completely isolated power supply 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,Ltd.
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science
and Technology

Sony Corporation

Hitachi Zosen Corporation

1st Request for Proposal : Research projects

Project title Institutions

Development of Lightweight Thermal Insulation Materials using
Carbon Nanotube/ Porous Silica Composite Materials

Development of ultra-light shock-absorbing material by designing cell
morphology of porous aluminum

Design of omnidirectional crawler platform for multipurpose

Investigation of designable shock absorption metals with multiscale structure
2nd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Development of high performance and lightweight vacuum 
thermal insulation for cryogenic region

Nagoya University, 
LIXIL Corporation and 
MEIJO NANO CARBON Co., Ltd.

Topy Industries, Ltd., 
University of Fukui
Japan Manned Space Systems Corporation 
and Tohoku University

Institute for Lotus Materials Research Co., Ltd.

ORBITAL Engineering Inc.

Nagoya University

Development of High-Sensitivity Radiation Detection device using 
photoelectric conversion material

3rd Request for Proposal : Research projects

Toin University of Yokohama and 
Peccell Technologies, Inc.

Development of reliable and compact Stirling cooler

4th Request for Proposal : Research projects

TWINBIRD CORPORATION
Kokushikan University
Meisei University

Development of Wavelength Conversion Material for Photovoltaic Cell Panasonic Corporation

Research of Super-compact Harness-free Sensor Systems
for Wireless Health Monitoring to Equipment in a Space Craft

Kagoshima university
Toyo Tech Industory Inc.
Beacon Technologies Inc.

Basic research on thermal harvester using Seebeck element.
Actronics Co.,Ltd.
Sensor Controls Co.,Ltd.
Moriya Cutlery Laboratory, Ltd.

To develop technologies commonly required for space exploration activities, such as electrical power, communica-
tion, sensor technology, and can be used for terrestrial applications.

Objective

Common Technology

1st Request for Proposal : Research projects

研究名称Project title Institutions

Solution
Creating Research  

▼Projects with a clear technological target

▼Conduct research over approximately three years, and maximum five years,
 　with a total budget of 100‒300 million yen 

Ideas
Incubating research

▼Project implemented to discover new technologies and ideas

▼Conduct research over approximately one year with a
　total budget of 1-5 million yen.
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TansaX Challenging Research

4th Request for Proposal : Research projects
Project title Institutions

Development of "the scent linked to the environment (Kankyo kou)" that
reduce psychological stress in daily life

SHISEIDO CO.,LTD.

Sustainable food/protein production by symbiotic
recycling culture system combining algae and animal cells 

Tokyo Women's Medical University
Integriculture Inc.
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TansaX Challenging Research

4th Request for Proposal : Research projects
Project title Institutions

Development of "the scent linked to the environment (Kankyo kou)" that
reduce psychological stress in daily life

SHISEIDO CO.,LTD.

Sustainable food/protein production by symbiotic
recycling culture system combining algae and animal cells 

Tokyo Women's Medical University
Integriculture Inc.
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Overview of research topics



研
究
課
題
概
要

Exploration technology in a wide range of unexplored areas ／ Solution Creating Research

Institutions：ShinMaywa Industries, Ltd., et al. ／ EXTCOM Inc. ／ YASKAWA Electric Corporation ／
　　　　　　  MEIJI RUBBER & CHEMICAL CO.,LTD., et al. ／ Adamant Namiki Precision Jewel Co.,Ltd.

Selected topics

Develop the world’s best-performing actuators (large/small)

Research and Development of Next-generation Actuators

1) Develop the world’s best-performing electromagnetic motor　

  

▲

Develop a high power density/ high-efficiency compact motor (50 w/25 g) 　

  

▲

Develop a waterproof and dustproof (1 kw/400 g) high-output motor　

  

▲

Develop a high-torque (110 Nm/1 kg) actuator system
2) Develop space-resistant sensor systems　

  

▲

Develop a small and high resolution resolver (φ 20 mm resolution 524288) 
3) Develop a smart fluidic actuator system　

  

▲

Contraction force more than three times that of the McKibben artificial muscle

Aerospace application
1．Mars aircraft, drone
2．Mars rover
3．Casting device 
4．Two-axis gimbal

Terrestrial application
1．Wind generators / 
      Hydro generators 
2．Drones and robots
3.  Nursing care products such as
      power suits and wheelchairs

Ultra-small sensor for absolute angles 
Outer dimensions of product :
Squair 20 mm and thickness 7.5 mm
Resolution 　1048576

Primary prototype of IP56 clear dustproof and 
waterproof motor

high power density/ high-efficiency compact motor 
(85 w/25 g)

The torque of the knee
joint is approximately
100 N-m

Project title
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1st RFP : Exploration technology in a wide range of unexplored areas ／ Ideas Icubating Research

Institutions：TOMY Company,Ltd.

Project outline

Toy Technology Robotics (Small size, Low energy, Low cost)

April 2016 to March 2017

Objective Contents

The objective is to develop a low-cost insectoid robot 
capable of activity both on Earth and on the Moon or 
Mars. 
We are aiming to bring both the insectoid robot itself 
and the underlying technologies to market, starting 
with technologies that have already been developed 
with features such as ease of communication, conserva-
tion of power, extended operating life, and miniaturiza-
tion.

We applied these mechanisms and expertise used in 
toys to develop a mobile robot with a diameter of 100 
mm and weight of 300 g. The robot is small, roughly 
the same size as a softball. The initial shape is a perfect 
sphere. When a command is sent from an external con-
troller via Wi-Fi, the robot transforms from spherical 
mode to extended travel mode, capable of moving 
forward and turning right. Because it is a spherical 
shape, it moves/rolls faster down an inclined surface, 
consuming less power.
In addition, while in travel mode, it moves stably by 
releasing wheels on either side of the sphere and a rear 
support wheel. At present, it has succeeded in ascend-
ing a10° slope in a test environment simulating a lunar 
surface. 

A world being actively explored by a small insectoid robot

Moving in ball form

At the target-point, the robot
changes form to explore

Project title
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研
究
課
題
概
要

Based on Taiyo Kogyo's
expansion technology

Inflatable tube

Thin film

Conceptual system design of a deployable inflatable structureProject title

Institutions：Shimizu Corporation, Taiyo Kogyo Corpolation, Setsunan University

In order to realize an overnight shelter in which a rover 
running on the lunar surface can be carried over the 
night, a method of deploying and storing a structure 
which can stand on its own even under a gravitational 
environment by using inflatable material of a cylinder 
as a frame structure is established.

1. Automatic deployment and storage of structures
・Demonstrate the feasibility of automatic construc-
tion of large-scale structures

・Experimental study of automatic deployment by 
partial prototyping

2. Develop specifications for overnight shelter
・Determine specifications based on the size of lunar 
rover overnight shelter,  the shape of rover 
entrance, the method of opening and closing the 
shelter, thermal conditions, interface with the 
lunar regolith, membrane material, additional 
power generation and communication, and rela-
tionship with the lander

3. Examination of measuring inflated structures
・Propose a measurement method that can monitor 
the deployment of inflatable structures

・Obtain measurement data by experimentally 
inflated prototype model

4. Examination of methods for joining and expanding 
structures Investigate a mechanism for joining 
inflatable structures after deployment or storage to 
expand space

4th RFP : Exploration technology in a wide range of unexplored areas ／ Ideas Icubating Research

 November 2018 to November 2019

Retracted Expanded

Project outline

Objective Contents
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Based on Taiyo Kogyo's
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Conceptual system design of a deployable inflatable structureProject title

Institutions：Shimizu Corporation, Taiyo Kogyo Corpolation, Setsunan University

In order to realize an overnight shelter in which a rover 
running on the lunar surface can be carried over the 
night, a method of deploying and storing a structure 
which can stand on its own even under a gravitational 
environment by using inflatable material of a cylinder 
as a frame structure is established.

1. Automatic deployment and storage of structures
・Demonstrate the feasibility of automatic construc-
tion of large-scale structures

・Experimental study of automatic deployment by 
partial prototyping

2. Develop specifications for overnight shelter
・Determine specifications based on the size of lunar 
rover overnight shelter,  the shape of rover 
entrance, the method of opening and closing the 
shelter, thermal conditions, interface with the 
lunar regolith, membrane material, additional 
power generation and communication, and rela-
tionship with the lander

3. Examination of measuring inflated structures
・Propose a measurement method that can monitor 
the deployment of inflatable structures

・Obtain measurement data by experimentally 
inflated prototype model

4. Examination of methods for joining and expanding 
structures Investigate a mechanism for joining 
inflatable structures after deployment or storage to 
expand space

4th RFP : Exploration technology in a wide range of unexplored areas ／ Ideas Icubating Research

 November 2018 to November 2019

Retracted Expanded

Project outline

Objective Contents

Remote construction on Earth and space
Detailed examination of construction

methods on the lunar base

Construction machinery model/test model→testing platform vehicle→gradual testing with construction machinery

Site preparation Excavation

Installation/shield Completion

1st RFP : Automatic and autonomous exploration technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Development and evaluation of the innovative remote construction system 
by cooperation of remote control and automatic control

Institutions：Kajima Corporation, Shibaura Institute of Technology,
　　　　　　 Kyoto University and The University of Electro-Communications

Project outline

Project title

Research on the unmanned construction system of a manned lunar outpost

Objective Contents
It will be difficult for humans to stay and conduct all 
the construction work on the moon and Mars. Similarly, 
on  Ear th ,  remotely-contro l led  or  automated  
construction technologies are required to cope with the 
shortages of workers and to improve productivity and 
safety under strenuous environmental conditions.
Among existing technologies,  there is reliable 
unmanned construction technologies on the ground. It 
can be combined with the automated construction 
technologies or the time-delay compensation methods 
that are the research subjects of this project. If these 
technologies are realized, we will achieve remote 
construction system on the lunar surface, which can 
prepare several tens of square meters of land to place 
and shield the structures. Furthermore, the same new 
construction system can be applied on Earth to provide 
better productivity and safety.

In addition to the basic automation functionalities of 
construction machines developed on the ground, the 
following functions will be developed to achieve a 
remote construction system by “coordinating between 
remote and automated control”.
 • Functionality to support operation with time delay 
compensation. Even when there is a large communi-
cation delay of 3-8 seconds, the support function 
enables remote operations based on the work plan, 
without impairing the operability and stability of the 
remotely-operated construction machine.

 • Functionality to automatically determine motion 
based on the surrounding environment. A function 
that autonomously selects an action (motion) corre-
sponding to the task at the current position by 
detecting topographical changes that is difficult to 
assess in advance due to time delay constraints.

 • Functionality for coordinated work between multiple 
construction machines. A function that autono-
mously changes operations, such as measures for 
collision avoidance, when there are malfunctions, 
such as interference, in the instructions to multiple 
remote construction machines.
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研
究
課
題
概
要

Overall weight of the construction machine reduced by
more than 200 kg

Further improvement of the performance of the hydraulic
excavators through weight reduction

[Research Overview] Each part of the 1-ton class hydraulic excavator is designed and prototyped 
using the composite material (CFRP) to reduce its weight.

CFRP stick
 (Actual)

CFRP engine cover
(Actual)

CFRP main frame
 (Actual)

CFRP lower roller
 (actual)

CFRP boom
 (Actual)

 Original Iron hydraulic excavator

3rd RFP : Automatic and autonomous exploration technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Development and field verification of remote operation of excavators and lightweight
construction system capable of automatically mounting and removing attachments

Institutions：Taguchi Industries, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology

In recent years, there has been an increasing demand 
for interior demolition of high-rise buildings concomi-
tant with urban development as well as for employment 
in disaster sites. However, there are some challenges for 
constructions on the ground such as the weight reduc-
tion, remotization, and automation of construction ma-
chinery. 
On the other hand, the machinery used in the space for 
the construction of a lunar base must be capable of 
remote and automated operation of large lightweight 
and unmanned equipment to reduce the cost of trans-
portation from the Earth.
Therefore, in this study, we have used materials differ-
ent from conventional ones to design and prototype 
lightweight components of the construction machine 
while maintaining the size, performance, and functions 
of the machinery. In addition, we have designed and 
prototyped new systems such as remote control, electri-
fication, and function automation of the construction 
machinery, with a view to commercialize it in the future.

① Design and prototype the body frame of a 1 ton class 
hydraulic excavator and its running parts with light-
weight materials, carry out the evaluation, test oper-
ability, and reduce the weight of excavator.

② Design and prototype a 1 ton class hydraulic excava-
tor with remote operation, electrified driving, auto-
mated attachment, and detachment system for con-
struction machinery, and carry out performance-
evaluation tests.

③ Design and prototype the bucket of a hydraulic exca-
vator with lightweight material, perform evaluation 
test, and reduce the weight of the excavators.

November 2017 to October 2020

Project title

Project outline

Objective Contents
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Overall weight of the construction machine reduced by
more than 200 kg

Further improvement of the performance of the hydraulic
excavators through weight reduction

[Research Overview] Each part of the 1-ton class hydraulic excavator is designed and prototyped 
using the composite material (CFRP) to reduce its weight.
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3rd RFP : Automatic and autonomous exploration technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Development and field verification of remote operation of excavators and lightweight
construction system capable of automatically mounting and removing attachments

Institutions：Taguchi Industries, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology

In recent years, there has been an increasing demand 
for interior demolition of high-rise buildings concomi-
tant with urban development as well as for employment 
in disaster sites. However, there are some challenges for 
constructions on the ground such as the weight reduc-
tion, remotization, and automation of construction ma-
chinery. 
On the other hand, the machinery used in the space for 
the construction of a lunar base must be capable of 
remote and automated operation of large lightweight 
and unmanned equipment to reduce the cost of trans-
portation from the Earth.
Therefore, in this study, we have used materials differ-
ent from conventional ones to design and prototype 
lightweight components of the construction machine 
while maintaining the size, performance, and functions 
of the machinery. In addition, we have designed and 
prototyped new systems such as remote control, electri-
fication, and function automation of the construction 
machinery, with a view to commercialize it in the future.

① Design and prototype the body frame of a 1 ton class 
hydraulic excavator and its running parts with light-
weight materials, carry out the evaluation, test oper-
ability, and reduce the weight of excavator.

② Design and prototype a 1 ton class hydraulic excava-
tor with remote operation, electrified driving, auto-
mated attachment, and detachment system for con-
struction machinery, and carry out performance-
evaluation tests.

③ Design and prototype the bucket of a hydraulic exca-
vator with lightweight material, perform evaluation 
test, and reduce the weight of the excavators.

November 2017 to October 2020

Project title

Project outline

Objective Contents

Cell cycle construction
(labor-saving building technology)

Labor-saving maintenance
through improved maintainability
・Detachable inner layer
・Simplified replacement of wiring and piping 

IoT-based housing
・Sensor controls for better living
・House management by sensor alert

Labor saving during construction
and expansion 
・Simple and fast skeleton construction
・Simplified wiring and piping
・Reuse and expansion technologies
・Construction technologies in disaster
   areas and remote areas

Optimized energy usage
・ Autonomous energy circulation
・ Other self-contained housing
    infrastructure

F1 housing (home of the future)
Home of the future proposal focused on 2050

(provisional)

Sustainable housing

Autonomous Circulation System
(Labor-saving technology for maintaining life)

3rd RFP : Automatic and autonomous exploration technology ／ Solution Creating Research

We are developing construction technologies for the 
flexible up- and downsizing of structures and new hous-
ing systems that are easier for non-specialists to con-
struct and for residents to maintain.
Structures: We are developing a new building method 
(the cell cycle method) that allows structures to be 
easily expanded, reduced, and rearranged.
Systems: We are developing systems for self supporting 
energy with the goal of achieving autonomous circula-
tion and infrastructure-free deployment as well as 
autonomous energy utilization and maintenance 
systems that can ensure continuous safety and comfort 
by using sensors and other devices to monitor various 
types of information necessary to maintain life and the 
state of the structure.
Space-related applications: We are identifying the 
design conditions of construction in space by classifying 
them into environmental factors, transport factors, 
infrastructure factors, etc.

1. Study on the home of the future: We are creating the 
home of the future concept and investigating appli-
cable technologies to develop and deploy technolo-
gies related to the new sustainable housing system.
2. Cell cycle method: We are pursuing research and 
development of the “interjoint” method for the con-
struction and mass production of trial buildings.
3. Autonomous energy use and maintenance: We are 
developing housing systems that use IoT for mainte-
nance and investigating autonomous energy systems 
for the construction and mass production of trial 
buildings.
4. Identification of design conditions: We are investi-
gating the external conditions and various require-
ments and performance standards to prepare draft 
standards for the design of facilities.

 October 2017 to September 2020

Construction of a sustainable new housing systemProject title

Institutions：Misawa Homes Co., Ltd., Misawa Homes Institute of Research and Development Co., Ltd.,
　　　　　　  National Institute of Polar Research

Project outline

Objective Contents

2017年10月～ 2020年9月
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Fig. 3. Excavation verification at
            simulated tunnel test site

Fig. 4. Examples of image recognition using AI deep learning 
            Left: Original image (during simulated rock excavation)
            Right: Region identification 
            (yellow: excavated gravel, green: tunnel cross-section)

Fig. 1. AI road header system /
            overhead view of test site     

Fig. 2. Example of 3-D underground scan
             combining multiple LiDAR sensors

4th RFP : Automatic and autonomous exploration technology ／ Ideas Icubating Research

The Control method study using AI, IoT technology to realize
autonomous motion of excavating machine (Road Header)

Institutions：Mitsui Miike Machinery Co., Ltd.

In a partial face machine (road header), which is used 
for excavating bedrock and similar materials in danger-
ous confined work sites such as tunnels, the rotation of 
the cutting head and the hydraulic cylinder mechanism 
are under the control of an operator. During excavation, 
every time a new geological section that is harder or 
softer than predicted by the geological survey appears, 
the condition of the excavation gravel also changes, 
requiring the operator to change the excavation strat-
egy to fit the new situation.
On the surface of the moon, where there is no prior 
information on the terrain and where remote operation 
introduces a time lag, the survey excavators and similar 
equipment need to be controlled autonomously and 
continuously in accordance with the surrounding condi-
tions.
This study investigates the modeling of autonomous 
action planning and control methods for road headers 
based on the measurement and recognition of the sur-
rounding environment and situation, including the pro-
totyping of the component systems that use AI and IoT 
technology.

1. Prototyping and verification of systems that recog-
nize the  surrounding environment:
・Deep-learning AI models for object detection and 
region identification in images from various cameras

・Combining multiple LiDAR sensors for the mea-
surement of distances to the environment at simu-
lated tunnel test site and similar tasks

2. Prototyping and verification of systems for collecting 
and analyzing operation log data:
・Collection and visualization of operation log data 
(electric current, oil pressure, vibration, etc.) and 
anomaly detection by AI machine learning in the cloud

3. Investigation of AI learning models required for the 
autonomous operation of road headers:
・Examination and evaluation of AI reinforcement 
learning models to plan construction (excavation) 
patterns based on the recognition of the environ-
ment and road header conditions

4. Prototyping and verification of AI hydraulic control 
systems:
・Implementation and verification of AI control 
models for road headers

 November 2018 to October 2019

Project title

Project outline

Objective Contents
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Fig. 3. Excavation verification at
            simulated tunnel test site

Fig. 4. Examples of image recognition using AI deep learning 
            Left: Original image (during simulated rock excavation)
            Right: Region identification 
            (yellow: excavated gravel, green: tunnel cross-section)

Fig. 1. AI road header system /
            overhead view of test site     

Fig. 2. Example of 3-D underground scan
             combining multiple LiDAR sensors

4th RFP : Automatic and autonomous exploration technology ／ Ideas Icubating Research

The Control method study using AI, IoT technology to realize
autonomous motion of excavating machine (Road Header)

Institutions：Mitsui Miike Machinery Co., Ltd.

In a partial face machine (road header), which is used 
for excavating bedrock and similar materials in danger-
ous confined work sites such as tunnels, the rotation of 
the cutting head and the hydraulic cylinder mechanism 
are under the control of an operator. During excavation, 
every time a new geological section that is harder or 
softer than predicted by the geological survey appears, 
the condition of the excavation gravel also changes, 
requiring the operator to change the excavation strat-
egy to fit the new situation.
On the surface of the moon, where there is no prior 
information on the terrain and where remote operation 
introduces a time lag, the survey excavators and similar 
equipment need to be controlled autonomously and 
continuously in accordance with the surrounding condi-
tions.
This study investigates the modeling of autonomous 
action planning and control methods for road headers 
based on the measurement and recognition of the sur-
rounding environment and situation, including the pro-
totyping of the component systems that use AI and IoT 
technology.

1. Prototyping and verification of systems that recog-
nize the  surrounding environment:
・Deep-learning AI models for object detection and 
region identification in images from various cameras

・Combining multiple LiDAR sensors for the mea-
surement of distances to the environment at simu-
lated tunnel test site and similar tasks

2. Prototyping and verification of systems for collecting 
and analyzing operation log data:
・Collection and visualization of operation log data 
(electric current, oil pressure, vibration, etc.) and 
anomaly detection by AI machine learning in the cloud

3. Investigation of AI learning models required for the 
autonomous operation of road headers:
・Examination and evaluation of AI reinforcement 
learning models to plan construction (excavation) 
patterns based on the recognition of the environ-
ment and road header conditions

4. Prototyping and verification of AI hydraulic control 
systems:
・Implementation and verification of AI control 
models for road headers

 November 2018 to October 2019

Project title

Project outline

Objective Contents

Patrik Jonsson, et al., 2014, Road Condition Imagimg-Model Development

Reflectance images of water and ice
surface at different wavelengths

1290nm 1370nm An instance involving the use of two-dimensional 
spectroscopy to distinguish between surfaces covered 
in water, ice, and snow (here, measured by Sentencia ).

1st RFP : In-situ resource utilization (ISRU) technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Study on ice/water sensing technology by development of the 
small Imaging Spectrometer

Institutions：Sentencia Corporation and Osaka University

Project outline

Project title

Research on sensor technology for water ice detection

Objective Contents
Various types of two-dimensional imaging spectrom-
eters with different methodology exist  ; however, each 
has limitations in the reduction of weight and size. A 
major objective for this study is to develop a hardware 
model with a considerably reduced size and weight 
using a method with less restrictive conditions. In 
FY2016, we optimized the optical system for this pur-
pose, examined the driver system, surveyed the detec-
tor, and optimally designed and prototyped a portion of 
the optical components.

1) Optical system design and size optimization, and 
frame and structure of the entire system. We con-
ducted surveys and selected a detector. We optimized 
the equipment arrangement and optical path using 
optical design, and examined the frame size. We 
targeted a size/shape of ~200 mm square, with final 
target dimensions of 90 × 150 × 100 mm. The 
system has built-in optical components (e.g., diffrac-
tion grating), detectors, and drive mechanisms, 
which are not motorized and driven manually. 

2) Study and prototyping of optical components. We 
optimized the design and prototype of the diffraction 
grating. Based on the optical design, we conducted 
an examination and an optimization study of the 
diffraction grating, and then created a prototype. We 
verified the spectral performances and incorporated 
them into the BBM optical system, the primary proto-
type. 

3) Examination of the spectroscopic functionality and 
performance required in lunar and planetary explora-
tion. We prototyped a cooling stage to examine the 
required functionality and performance for lunar and 
planetary exploration, and then simulated and 
observed the ice formation on lunar and planetary 
surfaces. 
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4th RFP : In-situ resource utilization (ISRU) technology ／ Ideas Icubating Research

Project outline

Development of a small scale and efficient protein production
platform utilizing edible microalga, SpirulinaProject title

Institutions： Chitose Laboratory Corporation, Taberumo, IHI Aerospace Co., Ltd., Fujimori Kogyo Co., Ltd.  

November 2018 to November 2019

Objective Contents

This project aims to develop a space-saving and highly 
efficient device that is capable of producing Spirulina 
(Arthrospira platensis; earlier classified under genus 
Spirulina) and apply it to the greenhouse agricultural 
system on earth as well as to self-supplied protein pro-
duction during stay on the moon. Among other nutri-
ents, Spirulina has especially high protein content 
accounting for approximately 70% of its dry weight. As 
a result, the annual protein productivity per unit area of 
Spirulina is overwhelming, and over 15 times greater 
than that of soy. Another feature of Spirulina is that it 
allows for resource-saving production. Using these fea-
tures of Spirulina, we propose to develop a protein 
self-supplied device for astronauts during their stay on 
the moon. This technology is applicable on earth too, 
and we will seek to expand it to greenhouse agriculture 
in future.

In this study, we will address the following:

(1) Optimization of culture conditions for the cultiva-
tion of Spirulina using artificial light and standard 
medium. We will assess the adequacy of materials 
with various characteristics as the supporting mate-
rial, on which algal cells are attached and immobi-
lized, using primarily materials that were used for 
alga culture in the past.

(2) Manufacture and testing of several small-sized 
demonstrators equipped with LED light sources. 
Using the supporting material selected in (1), we 
will conduct a culture assay using small-sized dem-
onstrators.

(3) Production of a liquid fertilizer from non-edible 
plant remnants using nitrification bacteria.  
We will use greens as a model of non-edible plant 
remnants and artificial urine to perform fermenta-
tion via nitrification bacteria that are adequate for 
fermenting the model case.

(4) Culture Spirulina using the liquid fertilizer obtained 
from non-edible plant remnants and artificial urine 
(see point 3).

(5) Discuss a system that can be used in outer space. 
We will design a concept of a system that assumes 
use in outer space, by examining items necessary 
for culture in outer space environments, including 
low gravity environment, and by considering the 
maximization of culture efficiency. 

31

6964

36
71

29

Protein (%)

Spirulina Soy Beef

Others (%)

Percentage of protein contained in Spirulina, Soy, and Beef
Compared to that in soy and beef, Spirulina has approximately 
twice the protein content, and is expected to serve as an 
abundant source of protein supply.

Dishes that use Spirulina
on the dining table  

The image of lunar agriculture
(Self-supplied protein in

outer space)

Spirulina has been appreciated from old times as an 
invaluable dietary source due to its high nutrient value. 
Today, it is appreciated in various forms, such as smooth-
ies, salads and yogurts, and has become increasingly 
recognized as a new ingredient.

In outer space, Spirulina can be cultured as a nutrient-rich raw diet 
with high protein content in the International Space Station and 
on the moon, by using a resource-saving and space-saving device 
that can culture Spirulina. Thus, even during a long-term mission, 
astronauts are expected to be able to keep in good shape by eating 
Spirulina on a daily basis.

The battery does not produce 
flammable gases.

As the battery uses inorganic solid-state electrolytes, 
it has the following features

Research at  the JAXA Space Explorat ion 
Innovation Hub Center aims to implement 
capabi l i t ies  that  extend beyond current  
accomplishments (Temperature range: -40℃
-+100℃, capacity: several ampere hours) in 
capacity and environmental tolerance to extreme 
temperature range. 

Battery Characteristics and Research Objectives Application Areas, Commercialization Plans

● High safety

As cells can be layered in a single 
battery package, high voltage 
and high capacity are possible.

● High energy density

In contrast to lithium-ion batteries with liquid electro-
lyte, as the electrolytes do not freeze or evaporate, the 
battery is operable in both cold and hot conditions.

● Broad range of usable temperatures

Side reactions are suppressed because only lithium 
ions are transported, allowing for stable operation 
with less degradation.

● Long operating lifetime

Going forward, we are in the process of examining 
the application of batteries to three different fields in 
which growth is expected

In addition, we are considering potential uses in space.

【Stationary storage batteries】

【On-board batteries】

For reducing the load on the power grid, 
stationary storage batteries are installed in 
homes or small-scale commercial facilities in 
order to store electricity generated by solar 
panels, and nighttime power.

As an indispensable part  of  many 
next-generation vehicles,  such as 
electric and fuel-cell vehicles.

To stabilize the output of unstable renewable 
energy, such as wind power generation and 
solar power generation, a storage battery is 
installed as a system linkage.

As equipment on missions to extreme 
environments where it would be difficult to 
operate conventional batteries.

【Storage batteries for use in space】

【Storage batteries for use in the power grid】

1st RFP : Common Technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Institutions：Hitachi Zosen Corporation

Development of all-solid-state lithium-ion secondary batteries

March 2016 to March 2019

All-solid-state lithium-ion secondary batteries possess 
advantageous characteristics, such as high energy den-
sity, wide operating temperature range, low risk, and 
long lifetime. They are expected to solve challenges 
faced by conventional lithium-ion batteries with liquid 
electrolyte. There are high expectations for their suc-
cessful application in space, particularly for use in 
extreme temperatures unachievable with conventional 
batteries. The objective of this study is to achieve 
increased tolerance to extreme environments, larger 
size, and higher capacity through prototyping and 
evaluating all-solid-state lithium-ion secondary batter-
ies. Ultimately, we hope to attain innovative battery 
technologies to apply to future missions in planetary 
exploration.

The aim of this study is to develop technology with 
spacecraft applications. We have made the following 
developments to achieve performance surpassing prior 
models:
1) Study and prototype an all-solid-state lithium-ion 
secondary battery that can operate stably under 
extreme environments. Specifically, we studied and 
prototyped a battery that can withstand extreme 
temperature fluctuations, exceeding 100 °C, while 
maintaining stable operation during the required 
period.

2) Study and prototype a larger, higher capacity sec-
ondary battery. Specifically, we studied and proto-
typed battery structures and packaging to achieve a 
size and capacity that greatly exceed past achieve-
ments. 

3) Various evaluations of prototype batteries. We 
evaluated the prototyped batteries under severe 
environments, such as extreme high and low tem-
peratures and vibrations, to assess their perfor-
mance characteristics.

Project title

Project outline

Objective Contents
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4th RFP : In-situ resource utilization (ISRU) technology ／ Ideas Icubating Research

Project outline

Development of a small scale and efficient protein production
platform utilizing edible microalga, SpirulinaProject title

Institutions： Chitose Laboratory Corporation, Taberumo, IHI Aerospace Co., Ltd., Fujimori Kogyo Co., Ltd.  

November 2018 to November 2019

Objective Contents

This project aims to develop a space-saving and highly 
efficient device that is capable of producing Spirulina 
(Arthrospira platensis; earlier classified under genus 
Spirulina) and apply it to the greenhouse agricultural 
system on earth as well as to self-supplied protein pro-
duction during stay on the moon. Among other nutri-
ents, Spirulina has especially high protein content 
accounting for approximately 70% of its dry weight. As 
a result, the annual protein productivity per unit area of 
Spirulina is overwhelming, and over 15 times greater 
than that of soy. Another feature of Spirulina is that it 
allows for resource-saving production. Using these fea-
tures of Spirulina, we propose to develop a protein 
self-supplied device for astronauts during their stay on 
the moon. This technology is applicable on earth too, 
and we will seek to expand it to greenhouse agriculture 
in future.

In this study, we will address the following:

(1) Optimization of culture conditions for the cultiva-
tion of Spirulina using artificial light and standard 
medium. We will assess the adequacy of materials 
with various characteristics as the supporting mate-
rial, on which algal cells are attached and immobi-
lized, using primarily materials that were used for 
alga culture in the past.

(2) Manufacture and testing of several small-sized 
demonstrators equipped with LED light sources. 
Using the supporting material selected in (1), we 
will conduct a culture assay using small-sized dem-
onstrators.

(3) Production of a liquid fertilizer from non-edible 
plant remnants using nitrification bacteria.  
We will use greens as a model of non-edible plant 
remnants and artificial urine to perform fermenta-
tion via nitrification bacteria that are adequate for 
fermenting the model case.

(4) Culture Spirulina using the liquid fertilizer obtained 
from non-edible plant remnants and artificial urine 
(see point 3).

(5) Discuss a system that can be used in outer space. 
We will design a concept of a system that assumes 
use in outer space, by examining items necessary 
for culture in outer space environments, including 
low gravity environment, and by considering the 
maximization of culture efficiency. 
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Protein (%)

Spirulina Soy Beef

Others (%)

Percentage of protein contained in Spirulina, Soy, and Beef
Compared to that in soy and beef, Spirulina has approximately 
twice the protein content, and is expected to serve as an 
abundant source of protein supply.

Dishes that use Spirulina
on the dining table  

The image of lunar agriculture
(Self-supplied protein in

outer space)

Spirulina has been appreciated from old times as an 
invaluable dietary source due to its high nutrient value. 
Today, it is appreciated in various forms, such as smooth-
ies, salads and yogurts, and has become increasingly 
recognized as a new ingredient.

In outer space, Spirulina can be cultured as a nutrient-rich raw diet 
with high protein content in the International Space Station and 
on the moon, by using a resource-saving and space-saving device 
that can culture Spirulina. Thus, even during a long-term mission, 
astronauts are expected to be able to keep in good shape by eating 
Spirulina on a daily basis.

The battery does not produce 
flammable gases.

As the battery uses inorganic solid-state electrolytes, 
it has the following features

Research at  the JAXA Space Explorat ion 
Innovation Hub Center aims to implement 
capabi l i t ies  that  extend beyond current  
accomplishments (Temperature range: -40℃
-+100℃, capacity: several ampere hours) in 
capacity and environmental tolerance to extreme 
temperature range. 

Battery Characteristics and Research Objectives Application Areas, Commercialization Plans

● High safety

As cells can be layered in a single 
battery package, high voltage 
and high capacity are possible.

● High energy density

In contrast to lithium-ion batteries with liquid electro-
lyte, as the electrolytes do not freeze or evaporate, the 
battery is operable in both cold and hot conditions.

● Broad range of usable temperatures

Side reactions are suppressed because only lithium 
ions are transported, allowing for stable operation 
with less degradation.

● Long operating lifetime

Going forward, we are in the process of examining 
the application of batteries to three different fields in 
which growth is expected

In addition, we are considering potential uses in space.

【Stationary storage batteries】

【On-board batteries】

For reducing the load on the power grid, 
stationary storage batteries are installed in 
homes or small-scale commercial facilities in 
order to store electricity generated by solar 
panels, and nighttime power.

As an indispensable part  of  many 
next-generation vehicles,  such as 
electric and fuel-cell vehicles.

To stabilize the output of unstable renewable 
energy, such as wind power generation and 
solar power generation, a storage battery is 
installed as a system linkage.

As equipment on missions to extreme 
environments where it would be difficult to 
operate conventional batteries.

【Storage batteries for use in space】

【Storage batteries for use in the power grid】

1st RFP : Common Technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Institutions：Hitachi Zosen Corporation

Development of all-solid-state lithium-ion secondary batteries

March 2016 to March 2019

All-solid-state lithium-ion secondary batteries possess 
advantageous characteristics, such as high energy den-
sity, wide operating temperature range, low risk, and 
long lifetime. They are expected to solve challenges 
faced by conventional lithium-ion batteries with liquid 
electrolyte. There are high expectations for their suc-
cessful application in space, particularly for use in 
extreme temperatures unachievable with conventional 
batteries. The objective of this study is to achieve 
increased tolerance to extreme environments, larger 
size, and higher capacity through prototyping and 
evaluating all-solid-state lithium-ion secondary batter-
ies. Ultimately, we hope to attain innovative battery 
technologies to apply to future missions in planetary 
exploration.

The aim of this study is to develop technology with 
spacecraft applications. We have made the following 
developments to achieve performance surpassing prior 
models:
1) Study and prototype an all-solid-state lithium-ion 
secondary battery that can operate stably under 
extreme environments. Specifically, we studied and 
prototyped a battery that can withstand extreme 
temperature fluctuations, exceeding 100 °C, while 
maintaining stable operation during the required 
period.

2) Study and prototype a larger, higher capacity sec-
ondary battery. Specifically, we studied and proto-
typed battery structures and packaging to achieve a 
size and capacity that greatly exceed past achieve-
ments. 

3) Various evaluations of prototype batteries. We 
evaluated the prototyped batteries under severe 
environments, such as extreme high and low tem-
peratures and vibrations, to assess their perfor-
mance characteristics.

Project title

Project outline

Objective Contents
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1st RFP : Common Technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Fundamental and feasibility studies on long-distance
communication system with free-space laser link technologies

Project title

Institutions：Sony Corporation

Project outline

March 2016 to March 2018

Objective Contents Research outline
In recent years, low Earth orbits have been increasingly 
utilized due to technological innovations primarily in 
advances in ultra-small satellite, also known as micro 
and nano satellite technology and reus-able rocket tech-
nology. However, low Earth orbit is not always con-
nected to the Internet.
The purpose of this study is to develop a fundamental 
technology for optical communication device that can be 
operated in ultra-small to small satellites, with the objec-
tive of allowing for constant connectivity between low 
Earth orbit and the Internet communication network. 
Therefore, it is important to produce compact, light-
weight, and highly-power efficient optical communica-
tion devices for satellites. In this study, we will develop a 
fundamental technology by applying the following our 
own technologies with well experienced.: compact, light-
weight, and highly-efficient optical systems and optical 
discs with control systems.

We believe this technology will contribute continuous 
connectivity to the terrestrial Internet communication 
network with inter-satellite optical communication that 
employs ultra-small satellites, and keep connecting to 
the internet during operations accompanying satellite 
missions. To this end, we plan to connect a ~4,500 km 
communication distance at a control angle range of ± 
~500 mrad and accuracy of ~10 (μrad). To achieve this 
goal, we will incorporate laser and optical technology 
using optical discs, integrated optics technology, and 
control technology to meet the weight of the optical 
communication system below about 1.5kg. Rest of works 
include  managing radiation, heat, vibrations, and shock 
as required in a space environment; we will try to convert 
optical disc technology as a “ground” technology into 
one that can be utilized in outer space at an early stage.

 optical inter-satellite
system (mockup)

transmitting optics
(working prototype)

✔ Designed for “MICRO SATELLITES” !! 
✔ Introducing Latest Optical Disk Technologies from SONY
✔ Trusted Space Grade Engineering
    from Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
✔ Small, Light-weight and even Power-Efficient
✔ Variety of bandwidth : 50Mbps and more
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Target Specifica�on

1st RFP : Common Technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Fundamental and feasibility studies on long-distance
communication system with free-space laser link technologies

Project title

Institutions：Sony Corporation

Project outline

March 2016 to March 2018

Objective Contents Research outline
In recent years, low Earth orbits have been increasingly 
utilized due to technological innovations primarily in 
advances in ultra-small satellite, also known as micro 
and nano satellite technology and reus-able rocket tech-
nology. However, low Earth orbit is not always con-
nected to the Internet.
The purpose of this study is to develop a fundamental 
technology for optical communication device that can be 
operated in ultra-small to small satellites, with the objec-
tive of allowing for constant connectivity between low 
Earth orbit and the Internet communication network. 
Therefore, it is important to produce compact, light-
weight, and highly-power efficient optical communica-
tion devices for satellites. In this study, we will develop a 
fundamental technology by applying the following our 
own technologies with well experienced.: compact, light-
weight, and highly-efficient optical systems and optical 
discs with control systems.

We believe this technology will contribute continuous 
connectivity to the terrestrial Internet communication 
network with inter-satellite optical communication that 
employs ultra-small satellites, and keep connecting to 
the internet during operations accompanying satellite 
missions. To this end, we plan to connect a ~4,500 km 
communication distance at a control angle range of ± 
~500 mrad and accuracy of ~10 (μrad). To achieve this 
goal, we will incorporate laser and optical technology 
using optical discs, integrated optics technology, and 
control technology to meet the weight of the optical 
communication system below about 1.5kg. Rest of works 
include  managing radiation, heat, vibrations, and shock 
as required in a space environment; we will try to convert 
optical disc technology as a “ground” technology into 
one that can be utilized in outer space at an early stage.

 optical inter-satellite
system (mockup)

transmitting optics
(working prototype)

✔ Designed for “MICRO SATELLITES” !! 
✔ Introducing Latest Optical Disk Technologies from SONY
✔ Trusted Space Grade Engineering
    from Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
✔ Small, Light-weight and even Power-Efficient
✔ Variety of bandwidth : 50Mbps and more

Applications of 3D image sensorsensor

On board LIDAR for self-driven cars

Obstacle detection
sensor for lunar and
planetary explorer

On-orbit rendezvous
docking sensor

Prototype of 3D image sensor with
32 × 32 pixels

Ranging circuit configuration of
prototype 3D image sensor

2nd RFP : Common Technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Project outline

November 2018 toOctober 2019

Objective Contents
The technology for accurate recognition of the terrain 
surrounding any surface activity on the Moon and Mars 
is indispensable for automatic and autonomous con-
trols, such as determining the self-location and travel 
paths with few obstacles. In addition, it is essential for 
ground-based self driven vehicles, such as automatic 
construction machines and drones, to have a grasp of 
the shape and position of the ground features (road, 
ground surface, obstacle). Therefore, our research aims 
to develop an exceptional three-dimensional imagesen-
sor) that accurately recognizes the surrounding terrain 
and the shape of the human made objects. This sensor 
will have broad applications in several industries, 
including self driven vehicles, automatic construction 
machines, and drones.
The aim of this study is to develop the Flash LIDAR, 
which is an ultra-compact, lightweight, and ultra-
sensitive two-dimensional simultaneous distance mea-
surement sensor. The distance measurement sensors 
are arranged in parallel as an array, and they can simul-
taneously measure the distance with a single-light 
pulse. 

The image sensor developed in this study can capture a 
three-dimensional distanceimage with a dedicated 
device in which pixels are integrated with an optical 
sensor and a circuit (ROIC: Read Out IC), that mea-
sures the time-of-flight (TOF) of light, are arranged in 
an array. A high-sensitivity avalanche photodiode 
(APD) that can detect individual photons, is arranged 
in an array in the optical sensor. Moreover, an ROIC 
made of integrated circuits is joined vertically below 
the APD. The number of pixels is 128 x 128, and the 
distance resolution in the line-of-sight direction is less 
than 10 cm.
Ranging systems using this sensor may be used in a 
wide range of applications from self driven vehicles on 
the ground to space probes. These systems have the 
following features: 
・Ultra-high sensitivity that imposes very little burden 
on the required light quantity and optical system

・It can be applied to flying objects and traveling 
vehicles with a high degree of time synchronization.

・Simple structure, small size, and light weight

Development of multipoint high sensitive photon sensor 
for simultaneous ranging

Project title

Institutions： Hamamatsu Photonics Co., Ltd.
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3rd RFP : Common Technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Project outline

October 2017 to September 2020

Objective Contents
The perovskite solar cell developed by the authors is a 
next-generation solar cell, attracting worldwide atten-
tion due to its excellent features such as low cost, high 
conversion efficiency of over 20%, high efficiency even 
under low illumination, and flexibility. However, some 
drawbacks, such as low durability against temperature, 
humidity, and light, prevents its usage in practical 
applications.
This study aims to develop lightweight and thin-film 
perovskite solar cell modules with high conversion effi-
ciency and high durability in the case of low illumi-
nance light. The main application of these devices is in 
the power supply for sensing devices in IoT.

① High efficiency of perovskite solar cells
The aim is to improve the efficiency under indoor 
lighting and sunlight by optimizing materials and 
interfaces.

② Improvement of  moisture resistance,  high-
temperature resistance, and life characteristics of 
perovskite solar cells
The aim is to improve the durability using the results 
of various durability evaluations in solar cell fabrica-
tion.

③ Development of perovskite solar cell module
The aim is to develop solar cell modules that reflect 
the high-efficiency and high-durability studies, as 
mentioned above.

④Improvement of radiation durability of perovskite 
solar cells
The aim is to develop solar cells with enough radia-
tion durability for space applications.

Durability enhancement of high efficiency, low cost, 
and lightweight perovskite thin film solar cells

Institutions：Toin University of Yokohama, Hyogo University, Kishu Giken Kogyo Co., Ltd., 
                         Peccell Technologies Co., Ltd., Ricoh Co., Ltd.

Project title

課題名：

機関名：

High efficiency

<Step 1> <Step 2>

High durability

Development of highly efficient and
durable perovskite solar cell modules

Modularization Development of high
radiation durability

Extension to space applications

Commercialization as power supply of IoT devices

6 series modules under development

[Features of perovskite solar cells]
Low cost (simple manufacturing method, inexpensive 
material)
・ High conversion efficiency of over 20%
・ High conversion efficiency maintained even under low 
illumination Flexibility
[Problems of perovskite solar cells]
・ Low durability against temperature, humidity, and light

Aiming for improvement through durability 
testing and evaluation technology in the 
demanding environments of JAXA

4th RFP : Common Technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Institutions：Koden Electronics Co., Ltd. 

Project outline

October 2018 to September 2021

Can be mounted at the center of the mast or on the side of the ship Forms a network of sensors at sea

Mast

Transceiver

Transceiver

Antenna unit

Antenna unit

Current marine radar Development goal

Ships share data by 
wireless
communica�on

Empty space

X-Band 100W GaN Amplifier (Internal Structure)

Solid-state Marine Radar (RFP1)
Antenna Unit Antenna Unit

Transceiver Transceiver

Semiconductor
amplifier #1

Semiconductor
amplifier #N

Leverage the results of RFP1

Goal

System Concept

Objective Contents
Ship-mounted marine radar antennas, which consist of 
multiple antenna elements arranged horizontally to 
form a narrow directional beam, are rotated by a motor 
to gather data in all directions to avoid collisions. 
Therefore, current antennas must be installed in loca-
tions that ensure a sufficient radius of rotation. In 
recent years, there have been calls to expand the scope 
of use of marine radar systems further by supplement-
ing their radar capabilities with communication capa-
bilities, for example, to share individual ship informa-
tion.
The goal of this study is to transform the way marine 
radar is used by introducing phased array technology 
and new communication capabilities to create a high-
performance ship-mounted marine radar system.
 

The phased array antenna is constructed by integrating 
various types of high-frequency circuits such as semi-
conductor amplifiers and phase shifters into the 
antenna in a multilayer structure. In current marine 
radar systems, the antenna aperture (the sharpness and 
gain of the beam) varies depending on the ship on 
which it is mounted. In practice, by using sub-arrays as 
the elemental building blocks of the antenna, the 
antenna’ s performance and transmission power can be 
selected relatively freely depending on how many sub-
arrays are deployed. The objective is to make the 
circuits smaller and thinner using the bare-chip-based 
design and manufacturing technology developed for 
the 1st RFP problem-solving theme, “Development of 
Solid-state Marine Radar” and then integrate them into 
a transceiver system for the solid-state radar, which is 
the end product.

Development of High-performance Marine RadarProject title

Bare chip
(1mm×5mm)

Semiconductor
amplifier

Distributed structure

Distributed structure

Antenna #1

Antenna #N

Antenna #1

Antenna #N

Phase 
shi�er #1

Phase 
shi�er #N

High-performance Marine Radar (RFP4)
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3rd RFP : Common Technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Project outline

October 2017 to September 2020

Objective Contents
The perovskite solar cell developed by the authors is a 
next-generation solar cell, attracting worldwide atten-
tion due to its excellent features such as low cost, high 
conversion efficiency of over 20%, high efficiency even 
under low illumination, and flexibility. However, some 
drawbacks, such as low durability against temperature, 
humidity, and light, prevents its usage in practical 
applications.
This study aims to develop lightweight and thin-film 
perovskite solar cell modules with high conversion effi-
ciency and high durability in the case of low illumi-
nance light. The main application of these devices is in 
the power supply for sensing devices in IoT.

① High efficiency of perovskite solar cells
The aim is to improve the efficiency under indoor 
lighting and sunlight by optimizing materials and 
interfaces.

② Improvement of  moisture resistance,  high-
temperature resistance, and life characteristics of 
perovskite solar cells
The aim is to improve the durability using the results 
of various durability evaluations in solar cell fabrica-
tion.

③ Development of perovskite solar cell module
The aim is to develop solar cell modules that reflect 
the high-efficiency and high-durability studies, as 
mentioned above.

④Improvement of radiation durability of perovskite 
solar cells
The aim is to develop solar cells with enough radia-
tion durability for space applications.

Durability enhancement of high efficiency, low cost, 
and lightweight perovskite thin film solar cells

Institutions：Toin University of Yokohama, Hyogo University, Kishu Giken Kogyo Co., Ltd., 
                         Peccell Technologies Co., Ltd., Ricoh Co., Ltd.

Project title

課題名：

機関名：

High efficiency

<Step 1> <Step 2>

High durability

Development of highly efficient and
durable perovskite solar cell modules

Modularization Development of high
radiation durability

Extension to space applications

Commercialization as power supply of IoT devices

6 series modules under development

[Features of perovskite solar cells]
Low cost (simple manufacturing method, inexpensive 
material)
・ High conversion efficiency of over 20%
・ High conversion efficiency maintained even under low 
illumination Flexibility
[Problems of perovskite solar cells]
・ Low durability against temperature, humidity, and light

Aiming for improvement through durability 
testing and evaluation technology in the 
demanding environments of JAXA

4th RFP : Common Technology ／ Solution Creating Research

Institutions：Koden Electronics Co., Ltd. 

Project outline

October 2018 to September 2021

Can be mounted at the center of the mast or on the side of the ship Forms a network of sensors at sea

Mast

Transceiver

Transceiver

Antenna unit

Antenna unit

Current marine radar Development goal

Ships share data by 
wireless
communica�on

Empty space

X-Band 100W GaN Amplifier (Internal Structure)

Solid-state Marine Radar (RFP1)
Antenna Unit Antenna Unit

Transceiver Transceiver

Semiconductor
amplifier #1

Semiconductor
amplifier #N

Leverage the results of RFP1

Goal

System Concept

Objective Contents
Ship-mounted marine radar antennas, which consist of 
multiple antenna elements arranged horizontally to 
form a narrow directional beam, are rotated by a motor 
to gather data in all directions to avoid collisions. 
Therefore, current antennas must be installed in loca-
tions that ensure a sufficient radius of rotation. In 
recent years, there have been calls to expand the scope 
of use of marine radar systems further by supplement-
ing their radar capabilities with communication capa-
bilities, for example, to share individual ship informa-
tion.
The goal of this study is to transform the way marine 
radar is used by introducing phased array technology 
and new communication capabilities to create a high-
performance ship-mounted marine radar system.
 

The phased array antenna is constructed by integrating 
various types of high-frequency circuits such as semi-
conductor amplifiers and phase shifters into the 
antenna in a multilayer structure. In current marine 
radar systems, the antenna aperture (the sharpness and 
gain of the beam) varies depending on the ship on 
which it is mounted. In practice, by using sub-arrays as 
the elemental building blocks of the antenna, the 
antenna’ s performance and transmission power can be 
selected relatively freely depending on how many sub-
arrays are deployed. The objective is to make the 
circuits smaller and thinner using the bare-chip-based 
design and manufacturing technology developed for 
the 1st RFP problem-solving theme, “Development of 
Solid-state Marine Radar” and then integrate them into 
a transceiver system for the solid-state radar, which is 
the end product.

Development of High-performance Marine RadarProject title

Bare chip
(1mm×5mm)

Semiconductor
amplifier

Distributed structure

Distributed structure

Antenna #1

Antenna #N

Antenna #1

Antenna #N

Phase 
shi�er #1

Phase 
shi�er #N

High-performance Marine Radar (RFP4)
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Support Program for starting up Innovation Hub
on the National Research and Development Agency

The program will promote the National 
Research and Development Agencies to 
establ ish  open innovat ion hubs  by 
in teg ra t ing  human  re sources  and  
technological knowledge from both 
academic and industrial sectors. This 
program has started in 2015.

Our  “Open  Innovat ion  Hub  fo r  
Expanding Humanosphere and the 
Domain of Human Activity through 
Solar System Frontier Development” 
was selected for the “Support Program 
for starting up Innovation Hub on the 
National Research and Development 
Agency” sponsored by the Japan 
Science and Technology Agency 
(JST). 

Business Overview
Date of publication November 25th, 2019

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency,
Space Exploration Innovation Hub Center
3-1-1 Yoshinodai, Chuo-ku, Sagamihara-shi, 
Kanagawa 252-5210
http://www.ihub-tansa.jaxa.jp/english/index
e-mail: se-forum@jaxa.jp
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